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The IH vision
We seek to advance and apply hydrological science to improve the management
and sustainable use of fresh_water fora better environment and an improved
quality of life.
Priority is given to:
• research leading to increased understanding of the hydrological cycle and of
its component physical, chemical and biological processes;
• experimentation, monitoring and modelling to investigate variability
and change in freshwater systems to reveal and predict the impact
of human activities;
• securing relevant data to further such research and provide a sound
basis for advice in the broad area of water affairs and public services.
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human practices in agriculture and
industry pollute.significant
quantities of our freshwater
resource ?
IH research helps answer these .
questions by concentrating on three
areas: (1) the physical processes
that control the mass transfer of
water within the hydrological cycle;
(2) the physical and chemical
processes that affect water quality;
(3) studies of water resources,
where the focus is on the quantities
of available fresh water; and the
occurrence of hydrological
extremes.
Physical processes are studied
across a range of scales. At the
smallest (millimetres to metre) we
now recognise the importance of
below-ground processes which
control the net exchange of energy
and water with the atmosphere,
rivers and aquifers. Specific new
areas for research include the study
of how soil heterogeneity
(variability, cracks, macropores etc.)
and soil-root interactions affect the
water balance. At a field scale most
of the world's vegetation occurs in
mixtures, so we have focused more
attention on the partitioning of
water in the complex plant
comimmities that occur in wetlands,
agroforestry and riparian zones. At
a complete landscape scale the
challenge is to deal with the typical
patchwork of different land uses.
We are therefore looking at how
water flows between different
landscape units such as forests,
heaths, crops, set-aside, or pasture.
As well as taking on the challenge
of studying the physical interactions
in multi-land use catchments, we
are;also looking in a more holistic
way at the coupling between
hydrolomh ecology and socio-
economic processes. Finally, at the
continental to global scale we
coniinue to contribute to research
into . largelscale land-atmosphere
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interactions. Our recent work has
been on the development of multi-
source and combined energy, water
and CO, models, and the improved
use of remote sensing techniques.
Specific challenges in water quality
are driven by the growing concern
about the degree to which we may
be polluting our freshwater
resources, thereby jeopardising their
ability to sustain human and
ecological requirements. Much of
the pollution in our aquatic
environment is transported by
sediments and so we have formed a
new group to address this issue. We
are also lookingat micro-pollutants:
these occur at very low
concentrations, but many of them
are unidentified and have unknown
consequences for human and
ecological health. Changes in soil
chemical condition, caused by the
application of agricultural
chemicals, and SO2 and NOx
deposition, can also affect water
quality. At the whole catchment
scale, water quality modelling faces
a similar challenge to physical
process modelling, i.e. the
development of distributed water
quality models which can cope with
heterogeneous areas.
In the field of water resources and
hydrological extremes,2we are
concentrating more effort on the
development of consistent and
reliable ways of estimating
groundwater recharge. This subject
is particularly important given the
recent interest in re-assessing the
UK's freshwater resources. A key
impediment to progress is the lack
of understanding of surface-
groundwater interactions: another
new team is therefore looking at
the basic processes governing these
interactions.
Regional and global freshwater
resources are very poorly quantified
so we have put greater effort into
the collation of hydrological data
and modelling that are required to
improve water resources
assessment. In flood and drought
prediction the problem of non-
stationarity in hydrological time
series (rainfall and river flows)
needs to be taken into account.
Current methods assume no long-
term trend, a risky assumption
given the human influences on river
flows and recent evidence of
climate change. Both water
resource and extreme event
assessment also need to address the
issue of uncertainty: no data or
models are ever without error, so
water resource and flow frequency
estimation and forecasting must
have their uncertainties accurately
identified. IH scientists are taking a
leading role in addressing these
resource and extreme event
prediction issues.
Finally, low flows in rivers are
occurring more frequently as a
result of the combined effects of
low rainfall and groundwater
abstraction. These low flows can
have important effects on aquatic
ecology. To address this issue we
have strengthened the team
researching the interface between
hydrology and ecology. Initial
projects are quantifying the effects
of low flows on fish populations
and on the hydrological conditions
required to sustain wetlands.
The main body of this report
presents selected examples of some
of our work in the above areas. The
publications appendix contains an
impressive list of our complete
written output and I encourage
readers to scrutinise that literature
to assess the true quality and extent
of our contribution to hydrological
science.
Jim Wallace
Director's
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CEH Core Strategic Programme
I: Soils and Soil-Vegetation
Interactions
This ,mmine designcd
impro .ur understanding atni
ability to model key s iil pnwirsscs
controlling the tram:rounati m:,
materials within .soily, and the lhty (I(
water through the soil-vegetation-
:unto:There continuum.
2: Land Use Science
This is aimed at promonny
integrated approach to  1:111(.1 usc
:-;cienee that is apphcable to the w
range of user community require-
ments. The programmy's themes tt ill
he develcTied Ii,  al-ovide We basis
for large-scale, long-term analytical
studies of major land use changc.
3: The Urban Environment
This relatively nett prograntine aims
to extend the interdisciplinary
knowledge base and to un(lerstand
the key environmental patterns and
processes in urban situati( ins and
particularly change due to human
activitiese fhis knowledge is
required to plan !iliac stnaainalale
utban environments-
4: Freshwater Resources
Increasing demands on freshwater
resource:: have resulted in the need
l'or a scientific basis thr the effective
strategic: and sustainable manage-
CEH is undertaking ten _YEW. Core Strategic
Programmes which provide a science base that
underpins national and international requirements in
the terrestrial and freshwater sciences. The ten
component programmes cover a wide range of topics.
They are also dynamic and can be changed to
incorporate new and emerging environmental issues.
went (a iresitwat er resources This(
sa ill addres5 this by
integrating (T11. research in the
areas il water quantitywater
rtmlitv . and the ecological aspects
5: Biodiversity
AillInd al improving our under-
standing, ot mierobirdogiccil and
biological rehourees at a range (i .
spatial seales The restarch
considers the underlying processccs
and resulting lunct ions, and directs
Iwledge to the sustainable
management of biodiversitc:
6: Pest and Disease Control and
Risk Assessment for GMOs
The primary aim of this programme
is to undertake research in the
provision ol novel pest and disease
eontml strategicH whilst addressing
any possible risk (a) die environ-
Mein Tile Ilse el ni(accular biology
is essential to maintain a  1-10\ -el and
jan gressixe appit )ach to the themes
1,1 pest control and animal disew,e
control
7: Pollution
hi; programme i :timed at
de%(»citing a 1-}etterlindelaaanding
(,1 generic' pninesties stien
atmospheric transport, fluxes of
pollutants and the fate of pollutants.
CEH CORE STRATEGIC PROGRAMMES
INTFITUTE OF
in  t-  ler to predict more atel
thc likely impact, en  tronments
and ifg,Inisn-ls
8: Environmental Risks and
Extreme Events
Thi>; research progrunune will
develop understaikhng cit how
en' in)nmental estremcs
mankind and the natural cnviii
mew, det eloping quantitative,
predictive tools to descrihe these
effect,. and contributing to
mitigating Ineastlyea.
9: Global Change
l'his programme still help to reduce
uncenainty itt Inc magnitude of
glohal change and its invans. The
research is focused on improt ing
the accuracy ()I gli,bal change
prechk non:, through nwastirentent
prt grainmes the development ol
scaling-up methods and model..., and
the idcntilicatit  'II  of ecosystem
respf
I 0: Integrating Generic Science
Programme 10 has been designed
to provide a research Lramework t'or
those areas of (Tid silence which
underpin the nine other It'ograinnles
(e.g. pros iding the data und the
technoh)gieal support  J.  as well as
conducting its own lundamental
resetirch.
The following section of this Scientific Report describes research that is currently being carried out in
eight of the ten programmes by the Institute of Hydrology. Further details of the projects and issues that
make up each of the ten Core Strategic Programmes are listed in Appendix 3 of the CEH Annual Report.
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SOIL-VEGETATION INTERACTIONS
Models of water
uptake will help
define successful
agroforestry
systems
4 , INSTITUTE OF HYDROLOGY SCIENTIFIC REPORT 1996-97
One of the most important, yet least understood, parts  qf  the
hydrological cycle is the interface between the physical water
system in the soil and the physiological Water systeM within
vegetation. Because  qf  its sub-surface position and small size,
this soil:root interface is one of the least studied parts  of  the
entire soil-plant-atmosphere system. Most attention has focused
on the factors determining the rate of water supply to a root,
and much less ton how roots secure new supplies  of  water by
extension into new soil zones and by subsequent root
proliferation. The importance of the soil:root system in
controlling evaporation and drainage and, hence, factors
influenced by them such as plant growth, water resources and
land-atmosphere interactions, is now widely recognised.
Soil and soil/
vegetation
interactions
UPTAKE OF WATER BY
ROOTS IN
AGROFORESTRY
The sustainability of agriculture in
the semi-arid tropics can be
enhanced by agroforestry unless
competition for water between
trees and neighbouring crops
results in unacceptable loss of
yield. To ensure success therefore
requires better knowledge of the
processes controlling the
partitioning of water uptake
between trees and crops.
Competition for water is most
easily avoided if trees extract
water from below the rooting zone
of the crop, using deeply-
penetrating vertical  An gs.
However, where deep reserves of
water are not accessible, patterns
of water uptake do not fit this
ideal. A comparison of sap flow in .
lateral and vertical roots of silky
oak (Grevillea rohusta) trees in an
agroforestry system in Kenya,
measured using heat balance
gauges, showed that uptake
occurred almost entirely through
lateral roots when the surface
layer of the soil was wet and the
subsurface was much drier (Figure
1). This type of behaviour should
be reflected in the planning and
management of agroforestry
schemes where such conditions
are common. Figure 1 also shows
that the competitive effects of
trees may be exacerbated when
such strong gradients in soil
moisture occur, because water was
siphoned downwards by the tree
t's.:t»tsvsieiaa, tr lttent
the crsp  ]:.tlwater -
the phenonlentin of hydraul
To mot:el the partiti oning
between trees and crot
mechanisticall .t. the resistance of
roots to die enin caiflsvarer mu sl he
quantified. nis value was
measured / •Sin! for roots Of 0
Pit-Ms/a and maize in Mem'a using
a high pressin0 flow meter to
measure the hydraulic
conductances of cry Its. Improved
estitnates of root length are
needed to reduce vari
daut These may be achieved
using the fractal propenies 0 r root
branching_
Co tact' Jobli Roberts:
SOIL-CANOPY
INTERACTIONS IN
SPARSE VEGETATION
Typical flux variations in ti
Sahelian savannah in Niger, West
Africa, are shown in Figure 2
demonstrating that the hush
Most of the svoricls vegetation
grows as mixtures of species
where the ground cover is low
and there are large areas of hare
soil. To predict how these sparse
vegetatkan canopies interact with'
the atmosphere requires new
models known as soil-vegetation-
atmosphere transfer schemes
(SVATS). The best SVATS describe
canopy behaviour using
independently acting
environmental factors, and allow
for a maximum of two sources
(usually a canopy with underlying
hare soil). At we have replaced
this empirical approach with
physiological parameterisation to
inclucle a model of photosynthesis
:Ind allow feedback between the
canopy and the fluxes.
400 -
300
a 200 -
g
P7
to 100 -
507
My Lie
0
0 240 240 24
Time of day
Figure 1. Sapjlon' In a •30-mm diameter Imam! rool 6-0/ id I/ia cm1 bid a 15-non ammeter
<camel root dashed Intel of a GreDllea rebusei bee on three Lia us in 1996, fapiime
lowatib Ihe bunk is pbseibet jtow toicatds root tips is negative. In (c). all !Metal toots  ty
the tree bad been cot forcing uptake Werwegb vertical roots,
transpiration is largest and hare
soil evaporation is  \rely small; this
means that the sensible heat flux
originating from the dry bare soil
is very high. The bushes exhibit
an interesting diurnal pattern, with
positive heat fluxes during the
morning dropping sharply to reach
negative values of down to —200
A' re in the afternoon. During
these hours the bushes are using
energy originating lrom the
relatively hot grasses and bare soil
to maintain their high levels of
transpiration.
These results show that large
citiantities of energy are transfeE
from the soil and grraind cover
vegetation to the bush canopy
which enhances its transpiration
rare. Similar interactions may also
occur for CO 2, with respired CO,
Him thc soil affecting
concentrations around the
vegetation canopies and hence
their carbon fixation and growth.
Contact: Anna l'erhoef
SOIL-VEGETATION INTERACTIONS
Le; Dee  llet gt  Dee  t:
26.60 299.2 269.4
299
e60.6 26.9. i art  0
26 .0 20.2 9.59.4 299.9 269.6
Figure 2. latent and sensible beat
jinxes of Me fotw savannan stolOce
components
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LAND USE
In wetter parts of the
UK energy coppice
should not have a
serious impact on
water resources
(Fig -Qpii/cir MVP!'
1(sCei ealudiaio” dy/
Irems»trooroci rifte tinn, lice ±»legus
Jiilutl lorurc-nyir old poplar s/eins
6
Land use a Ha Heruse change both influences. and is
cons I mined In,. lh() yfficsh water Goren? mom
tilialiyes such as the planned doublit ic ofafforested area in
Englancl, the In.essu re Pci . alternative renewable energy
sources. the Eumpean Commi.sion's C'ommon AArricultural
Policy rcihrms and the recognition of the need for sustainable
management of interdependent land and icaler wsources
prwide many scientific challenges. The Insliffilers pmjeds
PIR:vmulmc Area hary both national and regional
dimensions. highlighted by current !Fmk in the PK, in Europe
and ht./Isla.
Land use science
HYDROLOGICAL
EFFECTS OF SHORT
FtOTATION ENERGY
COPPICE
Poplar 5piL);[,),1 \‘‘,111,W
Stilis: spp are incrcinougly
14.rian.n Europe a .s short ruialion
Coppice aS18.1) pn )(bur I iionainis
as a sustainable soul( •e energy.
lbe clones selected for biomass
plantatinns are highly pulLIIICIIVe
arid LISC more NNter than the
agricultural crops they replace
libcfn is Concern then:tote that
wide,pread plantation SEC
might l'esuli hi recliit ed Aquifer
recharge and diminished river
1-1<svs. particularly in drier areas .
blinding lias been made in inkihle
from the Energy Technplogy
Supprin Unit EUl'SI on hehciLl  or
the Department of [bide and
halustu 10 pro\ ide inhumation on
ihe Ilvdrolngical impacts
sEC heron: it widelv planted
iii the LK. Culle.igurs. lrlIEii he
suis rn has e
also investigaied cite( Is on \\niter
quality. especially Hindi(' letld
Extensive ineasureinerqs have
been made mainly cm the poplar
t'it tile Beil I ipre E Prgwans
hit-boon» rill/Oil:it's) at IJAtc) SRC.•
planiations ,a.nitlinni England .
Direct Listirnairw of transpiration
cdlvi iniurcepuon 1055 ha \-t± been
made and addiunnal
environmental. plant fIllySittic0c:11.
:Ind hit nlielric •ata collected.
Theme remilu picvide insights inio
the mechanisms controlling the
usc li SRC. \\lien
incorporated into new
inathernacirl models ut the rknl,-
unnspiration intl interceptinn
the measurements
cianlinued Wig water use ol: poplar
55111115v SEC is high • higher
than iliciti rupcnetl [Pr other major
agricultuhil cups ancl broadleaved
irees, and seeund (Ally to One
funvsl. illte high wilier use of sEt.
results 1.1-i MI its high trans[nratiiin
tale. bar poplar thii4 is tvpicall).
'OH iitllt i Ve.Er,sclillillresl syltit
350  and  301) nun cc yirar tRu-
cons enlional ;r-di and bred) h: rt'Nl.
retipeetieei.\ . 'ilk: high value for
poplar  n  :I consequence of ils high
-Agri vn
conductances anti an erheient,
adaptable rtÆct ;; steal. The
stematal conductances remain h
even whvn atmospheric huinif
deficits art 'large and k hen there
are significant soil water del icits
1-dowevey the vireo-1stal
conductances Lio evenutallf.
reduce 'cry rapidly in lesponse
io ti large si iii wake • ddica The
interception loss frond poplar SRC
rvertfi. it g ro tvii tg iksason is abing
2166 of the rainfall anti the annual
interception loss. including the
unleated period, is about leiff, of
the annual rainfall These values
I picaof conventional
broadleaved woikiland.
The riffun hydrological implications
of these findings are:
• Extensive SRC plantations may
result in t•educed stream flo•s
and reduced peak flows,
except in the unlikely event of
it replacing coniferous forest.
The size of the reduction will
be dependent upon the
rainfall, the prwortion of the
catchment converted and the
land use that tile SRC replaces.
• Large scale plantation of SRC in
the driest parts of the country
cctold result in the annual net
recharge to aquifers and
drainage to rivers and streams
being reduced by up to SO mm
where a grassland catchment is
wilnily converted to SRC.
• During the sumnler, SISC 'nay
eatise springs and ephemeral
sueams to dry up sooner and
for ltt nger. with smaller
catchments being at greatest
risk because of their smaller
potential for storage.
• In general, nitrate leaching
shoukl he less than from land
under intensive agriculture.
irinsoirarion tram si
14 -
o ;-
10 20 30 9 19 29 9 19 29 8 18 28
May Jun Jul
However, in the south easi .
nitrate, concentrations are
critically dependent upon the
difference between rainfall
and evaporation. Where this
difference is less than about
150 min, even for low rates
nitrate leaching, concentrations
of nitrate in the water draining
beneath SRC could reach
limit for drinking water.
In the light of these effects, it
would he wise for extensive
plantation of SRC to be in the
wetter parts of the country where
its high water constimptkin will
not have potentially serious
consequences for the water
resources. In these areas, and
where the solar radiation is nor
limiting, high yields would be
expected.
0
1966 1968 1970 1972
Method:
Heat pulse velocity
• Stem heat balance
Deuterium tracing
— Computer model
1974 1976 1978
Year
7 17 27 7
Aug Sept 1995
1980 1982 1984
LAND USE
poiChFr 51661
eguiparct! ill,
in; f 4On ir
predated"
nail/mina/ kat mucief
In drier parts of the
country only a small
proportion of a
catchment should
carry short rotation
coppice
ase
compared to
b Fee older land
uses
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LAND USE
Six major river basins
in the Hindu-Kush
Himalaya surveyed for
major sediment
sources and land covers
8 ti-TIL  
HIMALAYAN RIVER
SEDIMENTS
.ihe main soul-cc; ol :-.ediment
HimaL‘p an d eP,.. are ,gla(
deposits. landslide; (ind
cultivated itillsitipe iltese
produce immen,e ‘.( duines
material makIng riv er
,edimentati(ni one ot the malt ir
mer management priibleln>, iii the
region. Himalayan meis
important foi water -:upple,
hydropmer generation and
irrigation to the denscdy populated
lowlands. [Ugh sediment load
cause pnibleins ac, siltatil In of
reservoirs. 1-)1(wkage of rive•
channels. reduction in the quality
ol water suppliez, and dewaLlinin
ol biological liallitats.
usi,tinable management ud
Himalayan rhers Inusl inLorp
qu,Ilitative and quanlital; e
understanding of  edimvnt reginics
This require>, Li detatled ku,P,,, ledge
of the rate of sediment suppl , the
eliaraeterisi/c mze and >alape  L 1
seChMent particles, hilklope
channel sediment hit uvige ind the
downstream transpon if pat
lie characteristie:-; ol coarse
sediment in channel dep )sit:"
the suspcnded sediment
Concentrations ark, related i he
solirce area and (Ile tr,insporl
Proces.>;es into, and along. !ha'
rivers ,:ecirnd order
nihutaries link :-,clarce and the
river netwiwk while Ihe main [Hers
pr() ide the trill:Tim rimle
the miamtain...: ti I thy lp sk. land, thc
chatacterbtit., of the >ediment»
the>,e location,: indicue the
dim-Imam_ sediment siictrees trtdl the
er tram,port rate-,
Sur\ •ar-Le Nedimunts 1
nun/ in trihutar  strearits liave keyn
undertaken in six riser basin!, roni
the Pindar in NW Incha to the
Tamur in eastern Nepal. in cad}
haHn ,,tarveys extended 'rum the
intensisely Farmed Middle
Nicnintams la) 'he glacwrs 01 the
thigh fimalava The logistics of
ss ork ing m these rumple region, can
he diltietdt hut ec en ye) 11 stream,
‘‘,:ne ,,urseved- genur-din, a UniqUe
e.e.
learcerlelliti --,how that
tnal influence," 1-.)redominaic,
impads exercked
geninrry ani .i [and-rise \\aline the
catchments. Thi>: rejects the
regional (only:1st ill precipitatiot
tegime. with the m(ifisoon more
intense and of longer duration in tin:
cist hut Inuit :.,nosylall occurring in
the west. Orogriphie eneets
1+roduce legliatil ariadons scar El
irred•-; 01 high ihe
:..t.uthern lacing lower slopes of the
niainr mountain The higl
taitilahl regions have greater river
h increJ>,....;echment
tr.111>fon rh e'er This ci xtthtins
the morv beiter
depoNit," id] larger and mole
rounded particles lc >uric! in the
Tegitniye
SeLlinlerfi •line  s seere also
undei taken along two niajOr
linhilayan risers, Upper (ii:-inges
(NW India) and Tnsuli (central
Nep.il I from the piedmont zone to
the glaciers, l'he size and shape ol
panicles were measured at regular
inters ;ils down the river: in addthon
h) sr,R.nuttic survey.: of the sedi-
ment> on indis idual bars and the
inien -topography i.tf the depcNit,
;Inul.i.rdL 55 nstteam trends .n the
si/y. nti,Eltraneer-and e( alieg he
eedinleras \sere idelllitied Inqh
mers int maior unpact> ere m  ire
 1”.ac ins Lea, landslide>, occur. The
micip topoltapliv changes. w ith
larklslide lo,,ing their
,:hapus ant! bet oming a ilia(  Iie
!Hare, of >,ediment kench form,
t's t'llWaMY dt:\ -HOF a,; the rivkar
itictt1 ts I() become re-established.
2 he result. -na these SUI-%
mtplain the characteristics of
seciins in: deposits Round in
tributaries and show the processes
pi downstream transpou in the main
rivers. River basin MOdels ire bCing
developed to link the inbutanes
tile mail) rivec to estimate sediment
loads and the likely changes
resulting tram future environmental
change.
IMPACT OF PARTICULATE
OUTPUTS ASSOCIATED
WITH TIMBER
HARVESTING IN THE UK
Increased river sediment yields
associated with forestry are likely to
be particularly significant during
harvesting. Extensive tree planting
took place in the 12K during the 20
years after the Second World War,
with many forests now reaching
maturity. This makes it important to
understand the dynamics of
particulate outputs arising from
modem timber harvestillg practices
to avoid potential adverse impacts.
The long-term record of sedknent
fluxes within the Ill experimental
catchments at Plynlimon provided
the foundation for a research project.
commissioned by the Environment
Agency. to investigate the impact of
particulate outputs associated with
timber harvesting. The existing
monitctring netwaIrk was intensified
to encompass typical harvesting
operations used in Englatadand
Wales, which normally involve the
felling of 10-15 ha plots using a
range of methods depending on
specific site conditions. Previous
Vestigations a I Plainlimon,
following the felling of a large
proportion of a stib-catchmem,
e 5
20 40 60
Dstance downstream. km
needed to he expanded since
parPcular operation was not typical
ol modern forestry practice.
The main study site for this pro jeer
WaS a 13 lia plot in the Nant
Tanliwyth catchment. Suspended
sediment concentrations were
monitored continuously at a number
of experimental and control sites
using WISER (Wallingford Integrated
System Rar Emiironmental monitoring
in Rivers.) incorporating ill rhidity
measurement and automatic sample
collection. In parallel, a detailed
record was built op of the harvesting
operation 0Jmsfune 1996) involving
three separate techniques
appropriate tit the 4-ariable site
conditions.
Suspended sediment yields for 1995
and 1996 increased by 835li (front 24
to 44 t MM y-11 in the felled
Tanllwyth catchment but by only
44% (from 16 to 23 t knR y in the
adjacent Hafren catchment which,
although afforested, was not
influenced by harvesting operations.
During 1996, the average suspended
sediment concentration in the Nam
Tanllwyth above and below the
harvesting site was 4 and 9 mgt.'
respectively, while at control sites
on the Upper and lower Hafren the
average suspended scdithera
concentrations were 5 and 7 ing I
respectively. These results indicate
enhanced particulate outputs
associated with the felling operatic
Intensive site investigations have
identified the main stances ot this
In a re dal. Other work has
LAND USE
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SSC al elabien c itrol uric/ TintleeTth lc matricidal lsiles
SSC ii lib (connol) and !weer earberimenial
SSC mu( elude? re,ii eI Tani/icy/I, site
'ROL -)GY SLI! -NTH iL RI.PORT
Rtg,.,,a. ii S e seclinena cuncenim s (.55l1 (luring limber
bon kisiing al PI rialm ims
marbinerr (Mu:camel rbr use
00.51011 sensilire areas c-an be i ism] ei
au none limber debris from lielenul
channels web minimum ace be
!he beil
concentrated on bed-load yields,
impacts on gravel composition and
the development of methods Ibr
rapid physical impact assessment.
Causes and medianisms of the
particulate outputs associated with
timber harvesthag identified by this
intensive research pri)graMtne
Plynlimon are supported by
additional investigations at other
harvesting sites to ;.-iive a broad view
upon whiai to base
reconunendations for prevention,
amelioration and assessment of these
impacts.
u dad' Ca:11)a I
COMBINING
HYDRO-ECOLOGICAL,
AGRICULTURAL AND
SOCIO-ECONOMIC
MODELLING (CHASM)
Data from Zimbabwe have been
used to demonstrate the rationale
for improving benefits assessment
and evaluation procedures for
rural water supply projects. Most
rural water supply projects are
evaluated using cost-effectiveness
analysis. This means that some
sort of target is set (for example,
supply x households with water,
or construct y boreholes in this
area), then the cost to the public
agency of meeting this objective
is sought. The costs are then
compared and a particular option
is selected.
The principal weakness of cost
effectiveness analysis, particularly
in the appraisal of water projects,
is that only an indirect evaluatibn
of project benefits is made.
CHASM analyses are identifying
and attempting to quantify the
many extended benefits, market-
multiplier effects and non-market
or environmental benefits that
rural water supply projects often
provide, but which are usually left
out of the appraisal process.
Ultimately, this research will
provide the theoretical framework
for an improved evaluation of the
benefits of enhanced water
supply. By matching the
economic value of the different
benefits of rural water supply
projects decision makers will be
able to choose a rural water
supply option that provides
maximum benefits to the
community given existing cost
constraints.
Similar research is under way in
conjunction with the natural resource
economists at ICARDA
(International Centre for
Agricultural Research in Dry Areas)
in Syria. This initiative has been
looking at ways of identifying and
quantifying the multiple productive
uses that small amounts of water
are put to, often -informally"
within households in dry areas, to
enhance fresh water and income
security at the household level.
The CHASM project has also
reviewed research on modelling
the interaction of the physical,
social and economic processes
which influence the use and
management of natural resources.
This review led to the
identification of Bayesian Belief
Networks (BBN5) as a modelling
approach to facilitate
interdisciplinary data analysis. A
preliminary assessment of the
potennal of BBNs using data from
case studies in the UK and in
dryland areas has confirmed that
this approach can overcome many
of the problems that have beset
integrated modelling in the past.
BBNs allow variables representing
system behaviour to be formally
linked even if their relationships
are uncertain or ill-defined. Models
can then be developed and tested
even when the relationship
between physical and socio:
economic dynamics is poorly
understood or when the only
understanding is expert opinion.
Contact: Dominic Waughray
LAND USE
CEH scientists are
developing
methodologies to
improve the
integration of physical
and economic
research
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Adequate supplies offresh water are essential to meet public,
industrial and agricultural demands and to maintain
freshwater ecosystems. The Institute's research in this area seeks
to provide an understanding of the main controls on the
temporal and spatial variability of both the quantity and
quality of freshwater resources. Further to this process-level
understanding, the Institute aiMs to build predictive models
capable  of  decision and planning support at the whole
catchment scale.
Freshwater
resources
GLOBAL WATER
SCARCITY: AFRICAN
CASE STUDY
Adequate supplies of fresh water
are essential to support all aspects
of human life. Society uses water
in many ways: domestically for
hygiene and food preparation, in
industry, in agriculture, for
transport and energy production.
Global water consumption has
increased sevenfold since the
beginning of the 20'h  century and,
as the demand continues to grow,
it is vitally important that this
precious resource is safeguarded
from future over-exploitation.
Many national statistics give an
illusion of abundant fresh water
supplies. However, water
resources are not evenly
distributed and often the local
demand for water exceeds the
local availability of the resciurce.
National figures tend to mask
problems of water stress which
occur frequently in areas of high
population and/or low
precipitation.
The Institute has been
investigating spatial variability of
water Tesources to determine
indicators of water stress.
Innovative - yet practical -
methods have been derived for
illustrating the lOcal availability of
water. By representing the annual,
or seasonal, water resources on a
grid basis, other spatial data sets
such as land-use or urbanisation,
can be used to derive indicators of
water stress. Combined with digital
elevation data, the grids can also
be-used to model the accumulation
of flow within a river's natural
drainage system. Such information
not only enables the water
resource to be calculated at any
location but also provides a
method for estimating the resource
at regional or national scale. The
example illustrated opposite is
from Africa but IH has also
applied the methodology
Europe.
Decision maker:, and planners
need V) identify countnet,
Itegions most at risk fr(Orl thextc: -econttn ic dBruption
resulting from water ttcareily,
those areas which are likely to
experience wat(if Neill'ialy In the
future. •bo help this process. the
[1-3st-irate hus worked with the
British Geological Survey and t
desitlmed user-friendly software to
display results. The basic
approach relies on a O.B.- By 0.3
°rid which allows the Taual
‘lability in both thec;11:B.-tatter and the demands for
water to be represented. This
differs from most previous studies
which have often only examined
o
• onvv-wide aggregate:, of
ce•ourCett and demand. Several
global damsels' at this grid
1-sol
lt
ution are now available,
i:troyiding some of the input data
Ileeded with the possibility ofxtensiOn to worldwide coverage.
The apf)roach includes the
following key elements:
• A consistent methodology is
applied in each grid cell,
across all countries and
regions.
• The individual grid cells are
linked to model the flow
patterns of the natural
drainage basins. The drainage
lxisin is the logical unit for
ves. allowingexamin,ng firsoLII
problems of transfers beBveen
countries sharing the same
basin to be considered.
• Within each grid cell the
surface water resources are
assessed using the Institute's
PDM rainfall-runoff model.
Both the locally-generated
ronoff and that arriving from
S.easiana and ysaraiii-iiicar
gr;:ttion> in ,oHcc
lire taken into •act_ount
sLai1/41.21"-iii ble  
rdiubility. The effects itf lakes,
trys and wnd derfa an of
lutlonler consumed and return
ilows are included in assessing
thc surface water availability.
• Groundwater availabiliry in
each grid cell. taking into
'cc:taint water quality, is also
''Ls,.essed ancl
added to the
sirface w ter availahility i0
•• le an estimate of the totalpro‘IC  water av ilability for t
he
ccu,
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00 S aample itsulisihr el lee iler
isi“v 1)(1501 on qufsedItur
whohi1Sy eincl eS11117HICt1.
(icsia)::/s
ION
ION
• Wa•e• demands, incltKling
those tor human and
livestock Con,umpli, n,
industr\ and imgat ion. are
assessed and CS NIliaa red to the
Nvater availability for thy cell
to derive a StIries or indices of
Nvater ahunrlance (u scarcity
for each grid cull.
• Factors .<uch
grow t-h. urkint+ati )n.
economic develoq,nient ancl
climate changc are pall ing
increasing stress i ni water
resources. The model allows
the examination of a range of
scenarios of change, or
comiiination {If SCUMIT
ICE
Present case:
Present climate
Present demand
re
105
ION
fl
905 reliable flow -Demand
90%re/ink flow a. Demand
-10 to -0.98
-0 98 to -0.95
-0 95 to •.0.90
ir  -0 90 to -0.75
- 035 to -0.5
- 0.5 to -0.2
-03 to 0.2
0.2 to 0.5
0_5 to 035
075 to 0 90
0.90 to 0.95
0.95 to 0.98
0.98 to 1.0
(:.(iiihue the inagnnude
pi 1.99110 injure water rusourcu..;
t
• 'I El LOIS are presented in LI
geographical information
sys(em, with user-friendly
coils\ are providing a visual
index (,1 wale! surplus (SI
,carcii  in different regions.
ilic muthod ha, been
testcd rin a major portion of
eastern and southern Attica
(Figure xx). It includes .20
cl iLl flumes and parts of lour (Allen,
in ,I1-1 area representing ahout Iran
GI the Continent Figure xx shows
ifli ex,unple (}r the outpui This
7ari ictilar index compares the
eqintatud slicr run 1.1 8e8neni b in
each grid sulytte under pre.:-.ent
(onditious ith llosys Ola gis
rehubility (9(101). As might he
expected. tliu index suggeAs that
current demands carulot he met
(IS surlace flows alone across
Inajor NHS (If eastern and
^"oth en) Arrica. cx8ept near ti)
major risers and in thc. cquaumal
ttifln AnLi the Ethiopian
i lig•iantk.
CLUIlelas: Git171 Ree*
Mink FarefilbarSon
GROUNDWATER
RECHARGE IN CENTRAL
SPAIN
Groundw.ater levels hake fallen
drastically (up to 35 111) iii rile l.a
Mancha rugioll of Spain since the
1970s due to increasing ahstraction
l'iu• irrigation 'Illy Guadiana rivyr
and the isahl:H de painting
groundwatyi discharge IN etiand
lia u (Lied up, duspite nieasurys
rydu(u al,,tracuon 1he situat.
had huun cvio.,rHiecl he a sei
car', NS 101 behm average
rainfall and I hc inanagemeni ol thy
Lacie r the framework ot LITD.2 II
(European held Exptriment (l
•DulscalMineaggn-threalenud Areal in
collaboration with the cf impluiense
University Of Madrid and the
Lniv ersitv of Castilla-La-Mum:1.H,
the water balance method was
used to study recharge at two
agricultural sites - doinelloso (dry
ia tined arable and v ineyard) and
&alma ldrv farmed and irrigated
arable). The sods have a ery hard
caliche layer at about  0.8  in and
special intiltuds were Fell Urged  LO
Mk:till profile water content and
soil w Ulcer potential measurernems
using a gelk MD probe and
tensiometers to a depth ot 9m.
Obseb4Rions were ['lade for One
year through to August 1995. At
Barrax, a specially designed
borehole tensiometer was used to
measure -water potential at depths
of 2.6 m 11.b
0 get the study period. the rainfall
totals at the Tornelloso and Barrax
sites were 143 mm and 109 min
respeRtiveh6 orRY 33% and-4826 of
the long term aver-ages of 427 and
354 mm. As a result, there was no
infiltration below 0.6 m on die dry
fanned plots, and no recharge.
However, in years with more
'normal. rainfall. some of the water
infiltrating will reach the caliche
layer at 0.6 - 1 in depth where it
will percolate through cracks and
nssures to depths beyond the re:ich
of (he MOMS Or annual crops, and
becoilie I0ella rge. The total
evaporation from the vineyard was
only 121 [nut during the course of
the study, showing that vines can
produce a yield even while using
remarkably little water The soil
hetween the vines is cultivated
frequently, creating a mulch which
red Utled soil elna poration and
minimises transpiration losses from
it
813
300 -
0
01/08/9 01/10/94 01/12/94 01;02/95
f42nra uanc. nr?
weeds. Recharge is much ntore
likely beneath CTell managed
tweed free) vineyards than 14om
bentadi annual, or forage crops.
winch have Ibgher transpiration
rates because oftheir greater
overall lea(' area. hi contrast rti the
roots of annual crops. vine roots
penetrate the hard cahche layers,
hut the observed rates of water
uptake were very low.
As a result of irrigation in the
summers of 1994 and 1995, there
were large increases in storage in
tile 0-2 rn layer and evidence of
drainage to helow 4 m depth.
During 1994, the storage increase
below the root zone 0.0 in) was
110 MITT indicating excessive
application ol irrigation water. The
very deep wetting ol the profile is
a result of irrigation was
ollfirmed hy the profiles of Rita
hydraulic potential shown in
Figure 5 for the period 2 May to
27 July 1995. There is clearly
scope tor reducing water use
through impnwed irrigation
scheduling methods. The
introduction of drip irrigation
could also lead to large water
savings, particularly if driplines
were hurie6.
kaikab 11rhgrt9
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Investigating recharge
in dry areas of Spain
shows potential for
saving valuable
irrigation water.
Total hydraulic potentlal (cm water)
-000 -600 -400 -200 0
0 — — -
-0- 2 May
--  4  June
-0 ID Junu
17 June
— 29 June
- - 27 July
tz'
1
BarramirripEated
re 9. Prg/i/e. (awl liailalnile
pohanial Plowinh the start  of irriganun
in 1995 Punclioh was obsent91 on Ilia
collate hoar nn  10/nna.
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Modern computing
systems and recently
developed software
allow synergistic
application of large
UK river flow and
quality databases for
the systematic
calculation of 'best°
river mass load
estimates
Fhnt
250
200
150
•00
50
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ESTIMATION OF
ANNUAL RIVER MASS
LOADS
Hydrochemical and sediment
budgets are key diagnostic tools at
a wide range of scales, from small
upland catchments, through
lowland catchments and estuaries,
to coastal waters, shallow seas
and beyond. has investigated
the usefulness orexisting national
databases in providing information
on pollutant fluxes, or hver mass
loads.
The Harmonised Monitoring
Scheme (IIMS) aims to fultil the
liK's obligation, as signatory to
the Oslo and Paris Conventions, to
monitor river pollutant loads
entering the sea and to identify
long-term trends. Each year, the
former Department of the
Environment collated river flows
and determinand concentrations
and stored the data in the HMS
database. and reported to the Oslo
and Paris Commissions who
monitor the land-based discharges
of contaminants to the North Sea.
Recent inspection of the HMS
database revealed that, since 1988,
fewer daily mean flows had been
returned than in previous years
(see Figure 10). As part of a
DETR-commissioned study, the
1-lA1S database waS enhanced with
do
c0
0)
0>
0)
n After
Before
0 A tonbet of 1-1,1155lich 11.) wean1701es on the HMS
cnnahenn, before ancl ofier enbancennnil inn» /be AWIThl
daily mean flow data fn ari the
National River Flow Archive which
If/ maintains aft one ol the major
components of the National Water
Archive at Wallingford.
Previous work had confirmed that:
an estimatlim algorithm which
uses additional information from a
continuous flow record often
gives more precise river mass load
estimates than when the HMS
database is used in isolation.
For Llie coastal zones and
determinands hoed in Box 1. and
using special software, the DETR-
funded study enabled — for the
first time — the systematic
estimation of river mass It Fads
from the synergistic application of
the NRFA and IINIS national
databases.
An important aspect of the q t,aht y
of a time series of aggregated
annual river loads for a group of
catchments is its temporal
consistency. Where the data fwm
a set of catchments for a coastal
zone changes through time. or
where the number of
concentration or flow values is wo
low in a given year for a
reasOnable estimate to be made.
the annual mass load for a given
catchment can be relatively
crudely estimated as the p r od net
of a mean flow and u mean
concentration derived from data
forother years or a nearby
catchment (Method X).
Figure i I shows the time series of
annual mass loads for infirgank
nitrogen aggregated for all 163
near-tidal-limit HMS catchments in
Great Britain. The Metlifftl X
component in this cafr is modest
and does not vary Much from year
to year, enabling reasonably
confident further analysis for
[rends and  TVLII ionships wins
other environmental variables.
BQX" 1
Constril .zraws:
Deterwincitids:
Coastal zones and selected deternlinands
Tifibrtlinately, the cittal ay orMUSS
lOad lime series ftir some of the
idler FINIS determinands is not so
good. For example. for
determinanW where a [elan% ely
high proporrion of concentrations
are reia )rded as less thanValueS,
estimates of Inass loads can be very
uncertain and further analysis. e.g.
for trends, 1.1 probably not
worthwhile.
Furthermore, the number or I1MS
samples can be small (e.g. less
than 12 per year) or seasonally
hiased, leading to annual mass le,ad
estimates lbr a particular sae winch
may he grossly in error. For some
minhinations of (i) aggregations of
1-1545 catchments and (ii)
determinand, the Meth( xi X
component can be large and Ve•y
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 rus
camma-i Lind:me)
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variable lietween years. inaki n
further analysis difficulr .
Work is lal(Rt WaV
relationships hem een
loads and other ern ironmenral
factors, such :Is chin:tie. land-use
and atmospheric dep(i.silion. using
the HAN and other databases.
The quality orriver mass load
estimates derived from river flow
and quality illeaSIIR'Enenl: networks
and database:: provides a useful
focus for assessing the adequacy
with windi the objectives of such
networks and clatalmses are being
met.
le Method X
e Method 5
Figure 11. ,-Ittnual total i',7<vganic nill.og,011 load a1 714-N.I. NO ,-N +1VO:N.)
Ihmi. HMS crileltmoils V.freal BdRyinl, 1975. /09-E)
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Wetlands are an
important genetic
reservoir for many
plants, invertebrates
and birds
ril‘ r 1,±1 el ahlii.ef r
affirIbt, noargilti
1310a1 l'erSilr 1.Y (.1 Measnre (il. the Nirhibilily of geile.V. .SpecICS
and eCOSysleMS. 111,,..;/) Variability I'S CiSenlial Iv SlippOrt the
CcOlogical »roCeSses ll'hiCb keep the planclJil jhr lifi), prodding
ourJ6od, waler ha drink, tar tO breathe, medicines and numb
of whal we call '71nal 11),(1 tinth,rslanding of biOdMeTSily
is required 1(.) sound national and Imernalional policies
oil ecosystem conserralion and the sostablable use (.1 nalnml
resources. Purl ()/ . lbcCEI1 BiodirersiO! Pa ),gizim me is focusim;
on the may I be b kfrology (ye tiVilands resjNalitk to improvement
Management.
Biodiversity
DAMBO PROCESSES
INTEGRATION
EXPERIMENT
season:illy inunclatvd s‘cilanck.
ki110 \11) as (hunk», in ..puilltern
Africa. II IL'  lit the
regtri ri:ti hdrologi yd(' The
arc a vital scaler rc,...rve P ti many
larIncr, sustaining
agriculture during the peripds
drought that occur irvpucntly in
this part pi • svt trld l)ambo
Prcepsses Intugration l'xpt:rinient
p, a II-nee -year study 1 7
thy hydrologic,il prpcusse>
CLurfing svitliiij dambos
7.iinhahwe and It) understand flpir
influence ma \\ fl i tre:i rn aim
rcgiincs. paw& ulath, hov‘ Pric,r
regi, in:- might Ise affected by then
utilpalitm inr igrieulture
Me.J.••unallents slit ye that, on
avprage. off',, o• annual rainfall
lost Itom the sitiely catchment
thmugh
resolls suggest that dry season
evappraupn ti‘m) thp eentie
Ihe dalrilml exceed flit 'se ffpfn
[he tt1'"1"1),' iegiOn`
Hee.upy thrput4hout thc,
(Ito \viler 1.thle 5 inttilllttineti
>dirfacc in the
ahlUy hi  q11)/11
PEVENSEY LEVELS,
SUSSEX
Leve ls. fle tfi-
SilsscN,
internaft mat eaoln,
Jucl  11,p an Unglkh NAP'
pilot l'nhank ement
x% hich unet mrages farmer-,
determine (lie suqiunitlidiv (e
5uch water management .Hrateerieii.
Data on laintzlt. LIFairlag
riles eflerg Cluxce and
;r•tion. (UFA\ And
e-roundwaier levels has e heel)
keied to model t•e water balance
of • Levels..lhe data will he
used to deiennine the 'metrological
consequences of variOLN water
management -,cenarios and the
effects of climate change.
IUCN FRESHWATER
POLICY FOR WETLAND
CONSERVATION
Founded in 19-48, the International
Union for Conservation of Nature
is a union of some 900 States,
government agencies and a
diverse range of non-governmental
organisatitms from Id6 countries.
A key component of ILICN is its
Wetlands Conservation
Programme, which coordinates a
range of field projects in Larin
America, Africa and Asia. Froin
•1993-1995, provided a
Freshwater Management Advisor,
based in Switzerland. to ensure
that IVCN activities concerned
with the conservation,
management and sustainahle LISC
of freshwater ecosystems and their
hiodiversity were scientifically ancl
technically sound and based on
interdisciplinary cooperation. We
continue to provide technical
assistance in the development of
IUCN pedicy on freshwater and
river basin management.
It
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ECONOMIC VALUATION
OF WETLANDS
l'orlay, most develop;nent
clecisaIrts are Madu on economic
grounds. Hence the goods and
FeryiceS provided by wetlands
must he given a quantitative value
if wetland conservation is to be
considered along w ith alternative
uses of the land itself or the water
which feed, die wetlanch For
many products. such as fish or
timher. there is a World market
which allows easy calculation of
worth of the wetland, The value
ialtar wetland function.
such as water qUality
improvement. nlay be calculated
from rhe cost or building a
treatinent works to perform the
same processes. However. it is
much more difficult to value the
aesthetic bc-auty or wetlands as Flo
market exists
'In developing coca - the global
benelitS of wetland conservation
are often overlooked unless
mechanisms, such as debt-leg-
nature swaps are involved. To
address these problems, the
Institute, in collahouttion with the
University of \brk. has produced a
guide for planners and decision
makers on the economic valuation
of wetlands for the Rainsar*
Convention.
°Mac! Hike Acreman
BIODIVERSITY
Conflicts between
human and ecological
needs from wetlands
can only be resolved
through better
understanding of their
hydrological behaviour
-CA, me; /
Impwart two.,  sLgned LII titIlilSilI. Iran, ln
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POLLUTION
Studies on acidic and
acid-sensitive spruce
forest at Plynlimon,
mid-Wales, show
water quality impacts
are relatively short-
lived.., concern still
remains over long-
term loss of calcium
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The continuing requirement for legislation, at national and
international level, to protect the natural environment and
human health from anthropogenic pollutants must be
underpinned by an understanding of the sources, movement
and fate of pollutants in natural ecosystems. Since water
provides the key pollutant transport vectoi; water quality
studies at IH are central to this CEH programme. The wide
range of pollutants of current concern dictates that studies
are conducted in uplands and lowlands hut must he
considered at a catchment scale to provide for sustainable
and integrated management.
Pollution
assessment and
control
THE EFFECTS OF TREE
HARVESTING ON
STREAM WATER
QUALITY
There has been much concern
within the water industry over the
combined effects of acid
deposition and conifer plantation
on stream water quality in upland
Britain. Certain areas receive very
high loads of acidic pollutants
from industrial emissions. This
deposition is enhanced by
aerodynamically rough forest
canopies which can increase the
capture of acid pollutants by up to
90%. Many of these forests,
planted in the 1940s, are now
reaching maturity and are ready to
be-harvested, Harvesting may
eliminate the enhanced capture of
pollutants but it also disrupts the
cycling of nutrients between the
soil and forest biomass and may
generate nitric acid, which may in
turn lead to stream acidification
and aluminium leaching with
detrimental effects on stream
ecology. On a decadal time scale,
modelling predictions suggest
further deterioration in stream
water quality due to the uptake of
base cations by the forest biomass.
Tree felling and replanting
operations are set to expand over
the next decade and the need to
assess and limit their impact on
water quality has become urgent.
In conjunction with ITE Bangor, IH
have been assessing the
implications of conifer harvesting
and replanting on upland stream
water quality in a study centred on
the experimental catchments at
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POLLUTION
Slow transport of
pesticides by matrix
flow suggests significant
quantities may reach
groundwater 10-30
years after application
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autumn 1995. The wetting-up of
the catchment in late 1995 and
re-activation of nitrifying bacteria
results in the observed large
winter peak in nitrate
concentration.
• Surface runoff from small
ephemeral streams and
groundwater from a series of
associated boreholes have been
monitored at felling and control
sites on soils characteristic of
upland areas (podzols, gleys and
brown earths). Recent data show
nitrate and potassium release in
surface runoff as a consequence
of felling at both the gley and
podzol sites. For the gley site,
there have been very large
increases in dissolved organic
carbon (+15 mg 11), nitrate (+8
mg NO314, potassium +3 mg N),
ammonium and phosphate (+1
mg11 each ). For the podzol, the
main changes are for nitrate (+I I
mg NO? 1-') and potassium (+0.4
mg 1'). There is, little evidence of
chemical change in the
groundwaters, except for the
podzol site where a modest
increase in nitrate has been
observed.
• A broad regional survey has
been undertaken of 65 upland
streams in Wales draining felled
and mature forest sites on a
spectrum of soil types under
both storm and baseflow
conditions. Preliminary analysis
of the 375 samples collected to
date demonstrates the great
variability in water quality froni
site to site and between the main
soil types: brown earth sites
appear to 'leak' the most nitrate.
The results do, however, suggest
thai sites felled between six
months and three years prior to
sampling have elevated
concentrations of the nutrients
nitrate, potassium and phosphate
compared to other sites.
The absence of an increase in acidity
or a significant increase in the leaching
of aluminium with tree harvesting for
the Fiore, small streams and regional
survey sites is encouraging. It would
appear that although nutrient cycling
within the forest system is interrupted
and promotes leakage of nitrate from
the soil, any release of hydrogen ions
into the stream-waters and/or release
of aluminium is overcome by the
concentration of base-rich
groundwaters to the main streams.
The results indicate that the effects of
forest felling and replanting on less
than the decadal scale are relatively
short-lived and the water quality
changes are probably not a major
cause for environmental concern.
Questions still reMain over the long
term sustainability of upland forestry,
given the loss of calcium. These issues
demand continued monitoring of forest
ecosystems and the questions raised
may only be fully addressed once
second rotation plantations are well
established.
PESTICIDES IN THE
CHALK AQUIFER
Contact: Colin Neal
Concerns over groundwater
contatnination by pesticides have led
to the implementation of a joint
Institute of Hydrology/British
Geological Survey field study. This
study has focused on the fate and
behaviour of herbicides applied to
wheat fields overlying the chalk
aquifer of Hampshire to discover if
pesticides reach the chalk aquifer
and if so, by what process and in
what concentrations?
There is recent evidence that a small
proportion of herbicide does
transverse the soil layer and enter
the chalk above the water table.
Laboratory sorption and degradation
studies have shown little potential
for pesticide concentrations in the
chalk tit decline: hence herbicide
which escapes the soil horizon is
likely to eventually reach the
groundwater
Monitoring groundwater through
boreholes and samphng chalk pore
water by shallew cluing shows that
the herbicides studied moved
through the chalk in rwn ways:
preferentially through fissures (by-
passing the matrix t and through the
line matrix pores (piston floWl. This
is consistent with the conceptual
view of the chalk aquifer as a dual
porosity/permeability system. The
matrix route "a S found to be
dominant. Preferential flow to the
groundwater only (recurred where
the water table was close to the soil
surface (14-5 nO, and then only
occasionally for short periods a i 'ter
significant rainfall. By this:pathway
small quantities of the applied
herbicide Clilorotolitron were able to
reach the shallow groundwater
within 10 days of application. These
conclusions were confirmed using a
bromide tracer (Figirre 14). The
almost total recrwery of the tracer
suggests that although small amounts
do ITICIVe via preferential means, die
vast tnatority is transported within
the fine pores of the chalk matrix. In
contrast, where the water table wos
0
much deeper t I n-it, no pesticides
have been detected in the
groundwater although they arc
present in the chalk unsaturated
zone above die groundwater.
Hydrological data from the held site
confirms the dual water flow
hypothesis (Figure 15). At the upper
site with a deep water table, chalk
hydraulic- potentials at 3 m depth
responded to rainfall but do not
permit fissures or fractures to hold
water. Consequently, peak fluxes are
delayed as water moves slowly
through the chalk matrix. At the
lower site with its shallow water
table, capillary rise means that the
matrix of the chalk above the water
table is largely saturated. Therefore
hydraulic potentials in response to
the same rainfall are less negative
and the movement of the peak water
flux clown the profile is more rapid.
Water is thought to move down the
surfaces of chalk blocks as thin-film
flow since the large fissures/fractures
would still not hold water under
these tensions, It is calculated that
significant pesticide concentrations
could reach the gri)undwater t lit-titt gl
the chalk matrix between 10 and 30
years after application at this site,
depending on the depth to the
groundwater.
2 3
Depth (m)
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Figure Pi. Bromide concentration profile
with ilspth jhr the lower site
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degradation of the pesticide Once
Ill WC arillift.tr is >rrall'allV and
temporally Very variable. In
tolintit to, incumplete tlegratlal
is likely to le:.1‘ e pursistent
products syllich may [Villain
within the 111:111
CHIllat I. :PHI iark!
BEHAVIOUR OF
OESTROGENIC
SUBSTANCES IN RIVERS
Tile c i L I
1119n Hinds I ill( p-,e that turn males
intt htermaphirodites into thq
enein trunent is art ibsue
inert:tieing concern in tile
(Icy elt )Itetl 4-Id. Several
different gualps of xenchiotic
owipouiRk have been sho An
p,)ssess an t testy( tgeniy potential.
"Mere I:, still controversy over
wliether these Compounds could
Ile affecting human Fertility. Ifiere
is evidence. however. that fish in
British rivers are being affected, a>,
slit t\\il Is the increase in the
proportion ()I hermaphrodites
Heing h (although it should
He noted that fish ure always
t i He mole sensitku
(“:-.1r( tlian humans).
\ - chemical which
ha, keen implic,Ited as u
C,Ilr* are :Ilk !phenols emanit-in
1111111 .5ome bewage tryhaluent
works as Huproducts of ilon-Ru(
surfactanis used routinely in
induutrial and domestic cleaners
Conornirutions up to 100 mg I
have been detected in polluted
rkers. In addition, -the female
sieloids themselves, oestradiol and
cUSItUne have Ileen found in
Sewage uliluent As yet no one
know:, hoes thee different group,
til oestnlgenic compounds Ilehave
when the\ enter the lreshwater
emir' innient How thcse
compound, perz,,i4 lii partiti 
he freshwater environment
will al f ect their ecotoxicological
umtict
rho whaviour ,d one of these
tiegrogenic elleruie.als,
inulplien ,I, ill Ircu-hwater and
...;edullent samples has been
;:tudiud ut III and round to !rave
strong ,Itt ruction to hed sedinlents,
4, tertiary-octylphenol
CH, CH3  
E—OH
Cla LI-13
Eras:a
particularly those viih a high
organic carbon content and small
particle size lipophilie, it
may enter the food chain by being
ingested (along with the
sedMients) by small btnthic
organisnis, which are themselves
eaten by other organisms.
Degradation studies have shown
octylphenol to be moderately
persistent. Figure L6 shows the
biodegradation of octylphenot by
micro-organisms in a sample of
river water from the River Calder
(near Wakefield, Yorkshire).
As the residence time of water in
many British rivers iS not usually
longer than seven. days, these
results indicate that much of the
compotind would remain intact
during its transit down the riven
Octylphenol has a strong affinity
for the suspended sediments
found in the industrial reaches of
the Aire and Calder rivers. These
100
80
or
is
-50  60
or
'3 40
20
0
0 7
Degradation of the octylphenol
molecule as a whole
(measured by  loss of  compound by  HPLC)
14 21 28
Time (d)
aininenclnal iretinierats
Ltrgely aggreg.eces cf eieeavir
yen- ;prolmlsiv
eiritannanng from the nearby
stanige works. It is predie(ed (hat
high levels CTthe-se compound»
will ecncenrrate w here the
sediments .4ettle at low yelficirv
zone), in the river. in unpolillted
Ewa] river reaches where the
suspended sediments in sumnana
are composed largely 01 algae.
lihere is much weaker sorption of
octylphenol. in these situation!,
most of the compound will reinain
free in the water.
The results show that when an
()estrogenic compound like
oetylphenol is discharged into a
river its behaviour will vary
depending on the river type.
Much work remains to be clone to
increase our understanding of this
new and critical issue which may
threaten the wildlife in our rivers.
Mineralisation  of  the phenyl
component  of  the molecule
(measured  by  evolution  of  radio-labelled
carbon dioxide from a radio-labelled phenyl ring)
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POLLUTION
Some compounds are
shown to remain
largely undegraded in
their transport down
rivers and may
accumulate in
sediments
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EXTREME EVENTS
The objective of this
study is to provide
improved extreme
rainfall estimates at
any location in the UK
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Storm rainfall can culminate at the catchment scale in
extreme river flows and the associated risk offlooding and
environmental degradation. This risk is related to tbe spatial
and temporal pattern of storm rainfall. Understanding the
variation of rainfall, and of its frequency of occurrence, over
space and time is thus of fundamental importance to.flood
hazard assessment.
Environmental
risks and extreme
events
RAINFALL MAPPING IN
UPLAND AREAS
Extreme rainfall frequencies
remain the basis on which flood
risks are assessed in the  UK  and
elsewhere. Rainfall frequency
estimation at IH is based on the
analysis of annual maximum
rainfall totals of various durations
(from 1 hour to 8 days). The
index to be mapped across the  UK
is the median of annual maximum
rainfalls at a site, or RMED. This
index is used together with the
FORGEX rainfall frequency
method' to provide design rainfall
estimates at any location in the
UK,  as part of the Flood
Estimation Handbook research
funded by MAFF.
For a given duration, raingauges
with at least ten years of record
are selected to provide the
observed data:Tor-durations of 1,
2, 4 and 8 days, a total of 5591
raingauge records are available
from Great Britain, and 267 from
Northern Ireland.
Despite the large number of
gauges available for the mapping,
their spatial distribution is rather
uneven, with high densities in
lowland areas-but much less in the
uplands, especially in Wales and
Scotland. Moreover, in Scotland,
the gauges are mainly situated in
the glens and may not be
representative of the mountainous
areas, Ordinary mapping methods
such as an interpolation technique
known as kriging are inadequate.
Topographic information was
included in the interpolation to
improve the mapping of RMED in
upland areas. Rainfall is known to
be closely related to topography,
particularly in mountainous areas.
Topographic variables are
calculated from a Met. Office
digital terrain model (DTM) which
covers Great Britain,
complemented in Ireland by an
he mapping ...ezbovi
O A luetcIel Tr, t.ied to
tlr cil vallfs of IrYIED
A ibur-variaNe equation was
fined using the galige-; in
upland arctH i<outii-wet,t
England. Wales. north-we,q
England and the Highlands
:"WOI land I. It explains between
57% iRMED-tday) and 75%
(RNIF1)-8day) of [he variance of
RNIED in Britain The variables
are: distance 110 the sea t io the
west and south-west
directions), average elevation
around the raingauge, and
•obqruction 1.0 the west" ne
last is an index of the
obstruction due to mountains
situated to the west. These
variables reflect the direction
the prevailing winds (westerly
and southwesterly) which bring
frontal rainfall to the LIN. A
different tour-variable equation,
using the same topographical
variables hut in different
directions, has been fined
the gauges in Northern Ireland.
explaining [row 6460 IRMED-
Iclay,) to 71% (RMED—tday) of
the variance
• At the site of each raingauge.
the difference between the
regression estimate and the
observed ftMED (residual) is
calculated. The pattern across
the country indicatett the
remaining variability of the
rainball stanstic which is not
explained by the regression
model This reflects effects
such as the rainshadow behi d
the Grampian mountains in
Scotland, interpolating these
residuals (using krigingt gives
an estimate 01  the correction Co
apply to the regression model
impr
Rt‘11-1.).
e -
• The ;
(hi-p com,iined witlt the
interpoiated residuals to gr,
final e,Linlwr of 12)1ici) for
on :he nutional
i-km grid. Clit± improvement
over cudinaty interpolation is
particularly noticeable in
upland regions, wh Uri ihu
effect  of  relief on rainfall
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GLOBAL CHANGE
Certain areas
consistently receive
more rainfall in any
one season than
others.Why is this?
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It is now accepted that man-made influences, such as emission
of greenhouse gasses and land use change, have a profound
and global influence on the climate. However, the
representation of the earth-1s urface in climate models remains
rudimentary and the incorporation of exchanges of carbon,
energy and water, is still in its infancy. In parallel, the
interpretation of the climate model output to identify the
impact on human and natural systems requires thorough
understanding of how these systems work. There is thercfore
an increasing need jbr measurements and modelling in the
major biomes qf the world to develop both the climate models
and the impact assessment.
Global change
PERSISTENCE OF
RAINFALL IN THE SAHEL
In the Sahel, as in all semi-arkl
regions, soil moisture controls the
partition of incoming radiant
energy into sensible and latent
heat fluxes. Over 50% of rainfall in
this region comes from organised
convective systems, such as line
squalls. Embedded within these
systems are individual rain cells
which cause considerable
variability in rainfall in both time
and space. In turn, this variability
in rainfall causes spatial inhomo-
geneity in the soil moisture.
Rainfall observations taken as part
of the HAPEX-Sahel study show a
remarkable FetSistehtie of the
spatial patterns of rainfall which
can lead to the season's total
rainfall varying by a factor of two
over as little as 10 kilometres.
A feedback hypothesis has been
proposed to relate the persistence
of the rainfall patterns to surface
fluxes as the soil dries out after
rain. For the first day or two after
a rainfall event, evaporation.from
bare soil is high, and soil albedo
and temperature are low. On
longer time scales, leaf area
develops rapidly in areas of high
antecedent rainfall whilst deep
soil moisture ensures high rates of
transpiration. These effects
combine to produce both higher
evaporation and net radiation in
areas of higher rainfall. As a
consequence, variability in
sensible heat flux is less than that
in evaporation. These horiztintal
gradients in the surface energy
20 July 1992
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GLOBAL CHANGE
Monitoring a
complete ecosystem
in glasshouses
provides a unique
way of investigating
potential CO2
enrichment and
temperature
increases
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Whole-ecosystem manipulation
experiments represent the only toOl
by which ecosystem response can
be measured and with which whole-
ecosystem models can be tested.
Such models are a key to future
negotiations on CO, emissions
control policy and yet they remain
untested at a scale consistent with
their structure.
Increased CO, and temperature are
expected to affect boreal forest
ecosystems at many levels. Hence
the EU funded a major pilot facility
in Norway in which IH was able to
cooperate with Scandinavian
colleagues. At the individual plant
level, elevated CO, is expected to
promote increased stomatal closure
and decreased stomatal density
thereby increasing leaf water use
efficiency. This leads to increased
soil moisture manifest in higher
water drainage for the same
precipitation. Conversely, in some
species, elevated CO2 may increase
leaf area so as to nullify the effect of
decreased stomatal density on the
transpiration loss of the whole plant.
Increased temperature may also
increase evapotranspiration to offset
the expected increase in drainage
flux.
Increased temperature and a longer
growing season will tend to increase
the voltnne of standing biomass and
annual litter production. We also
expect elevated CO2 to stimulate
plant growth even though nutrient
availability is low. While nutrient
availability may further decrease as a
result of increased growth, increased
temperature is expected to oppose
this effect by stimulating
decomposition of litter and
mineralization of nutrients,
especially of N. These responses
should occur rapidly, i.e. within a
few years. While soil and plant
re-spfrdtion-Will. increase, fixdtion of
C in biomass plus litter is expected
to exceed total respiration, making
the system a net sink of CO2-carbon.
Mineralized N will largely be taken
up by the increased plant and
microbial biomass, so that leaching
of inorganic N into drainage water .
will remain low. The more rapid
cycling of N may also lead to
increased Soil emissions of N9, NO
and NO2. These relatively rapid
changes in the biotic compartments
are expected to be followed by
slower changes in the large,
recalcitrant pools of humidified soil
organic matter.
To test these hypotheses, the
atmospheric CO, concentration has
been increased to 560 ppmv and air
temperature increased by 3-5°C at an
enclosed afforested headwater
catchment in southern Norway
(Figure 19). Treatment began in
April 1994. Within three years,
elevated temperatures have caused a
significant increase in soil N
mineralisation. This extra nitrogen
helps to sustain increased plant
growth caused by elevated CO2,
higher temperatures and longer
growing season, but also promotes
increased nitrogen export in stream
water. Photosynthetic capacity of
new leaves of trees and shrubs have
not changed significantly. Carbon-to-
nitrogen ratios of new leaves also
remain unchangen, except in Pinus
sylvestris needles, where they have
decreased, perhaps due to reduced
light in the greenhouse. There is no
evidence for slower decomposition
of litter produced at higher CO,.
The results suggest that in a boreal
afforested ecosystem subjected to a
climate change corresponding to
earlier global circulation model
projections for 2040, mineralisation
rates of soil organic matter increase
in response to higher temperature.
Increased availability of N may
further lead to a shift in plant
species adapted to higher soil N
levels. The fraction of the extra
mineralised N that ends up in stream
Ko
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water small, kit comprises a
doubling in nitrate concentrations in
runoff. In areas impitcted by acid
deposition such as southernmost
Norway, such increased nitrare will
be accompanied by carionie
aluminium and Ir. and may
control
target  _IL_
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exacerbate acidification of surface
\\Titters Flirtherilletru, increased
nitrogen supply to coastal marine
waters may Cause nutrient
imbalance with algal blooms and
other undesirable effects.
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WATER AND CARBON IN
TROPICAL  BIOMES
Understanding the carbon budget
oi tropical forests is essential ir we
are to understand how the global
caibon budget remains in balance.
The Institute orHydrology, the
University ot Edinburgh and the
Brazilian National Institute tor
Amazonian Research IINPAI have
addres:3ed this issue lw making
continuous measurements of water
and CO„ fluxes. climate and sioil
moisture at a forest site near
Manaus. Brazil since 1995.
Both seater vapcnir and CO2 'luxes
are measured using the eckly
correlation metItod. This Method is
tested and works well during
daylight hours, but there is some
doubt Whether fluxes are measured
accurately in the stable conditions
usually found at night. This is not
important for water vapour
because evaporation is small
during the night, but CO2
respiration flliNeS do not depend
on solar radiation and continue for
24 hours a day. It is important to
understand how these nocturnal
eddy correlation measurements
iulate to respiration fluxes and to
400 450 500 350 400 450 500
Carbon dioxide concentration (ppm)
identify under what annospheric
conditions the measurements nmy
be unreliable.
The eddy correlation fluxes have
therefore been linked to those on
atmospheric processes obtained
by using a tethemd balloon to
make simultaneous measurements
of CO, concentrations in the
noctu;:nal atmospheric boundary
layer. The tethered balloon lifted
an an line above the forest to
heights of up to 250m and a it was
pumped back to a gas analyser on
the ground. A wide range ol
ccmclitions were found to occur,
leading to varied behaviour of the
stuface fluxes and in-canopy COi
storage. The atmospheric
concentrations were grea ter than
predicted lay the surface flux data.
a discrepancy which may be due
to spatial wirialaility of the
nocturnal flax Caused lay river
valleys, forest edges and storm
damage.
Contact: Alistair Gulf
Figure 20, Atmospheric Imirles forolron rilaXich? anon, /topical JoreO fir IWO 11 /Oils,
Wits/rating ihe ceeds Cf ahllospb011(7L'OlnBli(1) Is. 01/ At4;151,:;277 lbere was
sob:Jan/nil slorrego re/co , an? loans( 150 in rya be bun ?Wary layer whits! on NrrrrIrl si29
[be profile tins mired arranorbor. /be nigh! lo 250 or beamse Oer17.0071rainf011 aria
/be knew/too nrisl.
Laboratories, libraries, collections, instrumentation, reMote
sensing, software destgn, data warehouses - all are being
affected positively by tbe information revolution that is given
a semblance of order by the World Wide Web. IH makes an
important contribution to generic science that supports the
CEH nine programme areas and to enabling the widest
possible public to access research results by modern
information technology. Key achievements during the year
have been:
• An advanced intranet written by local staff at
Wallingford has drawn wide interest in NERC because of
its efficiency gains.
• Transfer function software aHACRES)for river modelling,
written in collaboration with the Australian National
University, has been released,
• Licensed use of our raitzfall radar display system (HYRAD)
continues to grow.
Integrating generic
science
USING SATELLITE
RADAR TO MONITOR
SURFACE SOIL
MOISTURE
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) can
detect changes in the dielectric
properties of soils which in turn
are directly affected by the
moisture content of the soil. Data
from SARs can be routinely
acquired as they can operate
successfully through thick cloud
cover and at night. Even from
satellite altitudes they can readily
detect variations in backscattered
microwave energy within small
land units such as fields. Previous
Work was on the variability of soil
moisture, vegetation and surface
roughness within selected fields,
giving a better-understanding of
the factors controlling radar
.backscatter. However, at the field
scale, surface soil moisture can be
very variable due to local
variations in soil type and
thickness combined with
INTEGRATING GENERIC SCIENCE
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Catchment studies
are better matched to
the large area
coverage by satellite
sensors and less
affected by local
variations in soil
moisture. Radar data
offers a way forward.
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Resutts from Zimbabwe show tixtt
seasonal changes in soil moisture
within dainhos tgentlx-sloping
headwater catchment areas)
ct.tmprising sparse grasslands Carl he
detected with satellite radar as large
variations in backscartex typically in
the range 5-10db. At a larger scale.
surface 11-Loki- Lire variations resulting
from individual storm cells have
been detected which means it may
be possible to use such satellite
derived measurements in regional
scale hydrological and energy
budget models. Multi-date tiRS SAPs
of the "Eharnes basin have been used
to clemtte current land use liatterns,
an essential precursor to the
modelling of stVil moisture.
Ciaaacti Ken Birth
COMBINED H,0 AND CO,
FLUX SYSTEM
The close association between
transpiration and photosynthesis,
plus keen interest in CO, budgets
and their link to climate change, is
creating a strong demand for
instruments able to measure the
fluxes of both water vapour and CO,
frctm vegetation.
The current state of the art are
closed-path gas analyser systems.
These pipe air from a sonic
anemometer array to a infrared gas
analyser that has high power
requireinents and needs regular
maintenance Ibr recalibration and
replacement of gas scrubbing
chemicals. Furthermore, the time lag
between the measurement  t:d
tistknced ttns: 42,  —:1-iscn::::HcS:
leD:' than ideal, as  ts  :he txtt.b]tem
fsmtst,tmsin tt,st,,,,r, of the pipe walls ansi
attenuation of Me high ftrequency
inittrmation frxitsn hi the pirSe.
To remove thcse Ltbsfictes.
integrated, open-path. low Qosver
instrumetx tor iscqh water vapour
and CO, the measurement is under
a three Stage development al 1H.
This ts based on ibrt, well-known
Hydra :system. The stage one
prototype evaporation instrument is
currently undergoing field trials. This
incorporates the Hydra's minXiture
hygrometer into a commercial 3-D
sonic anemometer. The logging
system is being adapted to taku
advantage of the improved
contputer technok)gics now
available.
The amourrt of CO2 in air is typically
only 56 ot that of water vapour. The
second stage of development is.
there r( re, to acilieVe significant
improvements to the resolution and
stability of the current open-path
infrared gas analyser, before CO,
Flux measuring capability can be
incorporated in the third stage.
When completed, the instruMent
will be able to operate unattended
far rlitich longer periods than the
current closed pads system and,
being purpose-built and without the
need for ancillary equipment, be
both cheaper and easier to buy
operate.
Coniacii David McNeil
INTEGRATING GENERIC SCIENCE
A min ionire tctsçu'ra ut.eler cs//be nisi, oscii
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to program to commercial
standards the scienctific
findings of the Institute as well
as publishing them in printed
and electronic form;
to provide professional library
services to ;Hi staff and to
achieve the status of the
leading UK hydrosciences
collectiOn.
SCIENCE REMIT
To understand the processes that
control surface water quality and,
by their representation within
computer models, provide tools
for improving water quality
through environmental
management. Research priorities
are:
to understand and develop
models of key processes that
determine river water quality
at catchment scale;
to models the impacts:of
anthropogenic influences on
water quality.
Martin  Lees (National Water
Archive)
Terry Marsh
Dave Morris
Samantha Green
Oliver Swain
Felicity Sanderson
Jackie Carr
Celia Kirby  (Communications)
John Griffin
Rob Flavin
Sue Wharton  (Library)
Pam Moorhouse
Chris Bottrell (Computing
policy)
Penny Kisby (IANS Press)
Frances Watkins
Henry Gunston (DFID
coordinator  &  IH Training
Officer)
Neil Runnalls (Marketing  &
business development
manager)
Alan Jenkins  (Division Head)
Sue Beresford  (Secretary)
David  Boorman (Catchment
water quality modelling)
Gareth Roberts
David M Cooper
Andrew Eatherall
Rob Collins
Beate Gannon
Catherine Sefton
Richard Williams  (Hydro-
chemical processes)
Colin Neal
Andrew Johnson
—Atul-Haria
Helen Jarvie
Craig White
Pam Haden  (Sediment
interactions)
Ian Littlewood
Carol Watts
Jeremy Wilkinson
Margaret Neal  (Analitical
chemistry)
Lal Bhardwaj
James Dodd
Martin Harrow
Linda Hill
Heather Wickham
Jim Hudson  (Experimental
catchments)
(Plyn union)
Phil Hill
Sean Crane
Sue Hill
Alan Hughes
(Stirling)
Dick Johnson
David Price
Rachel Bronsdon
Graham Leeks (Thematic
science management)
Howard Oliver
Ian Dw)ler
Stephen Marks
Paul Wass
John Gash  (Division Head)
Biddy Hawker (Secretary)
Richard Harding (Global
processes)
Eleanor Blyth
Alistair Culf
Colin Lloyd
Chris Huntingford
Chris Taylor
John  Roberts (Vegetation and
soil processes)
Mark Robinson
Robin Hall
Martin Hodt-Wtt
Sam Boyle
Nick Jackson
Mark Smith
to understand the fate and
behaviour of chemicals as
they move from catchment
surfaces to surface and
groundwaters:
To determine sediment source
areas and quantify sediment
mass balances throughout
entire river systems:
to develop
procedures for chemical
analysis of water samples and
methods for continuous
monitoring of water quality
using in-stream sensors.
SCIENCE REMIT
To improve quantiative
understanding of the physical and
biological processes in the
terrestrial hydrological cycle, from
local to global scales, including
interaction with human activities.
Research priorities are:
to measure and model the
surEtce fluxes of water, energy
and carbon in the major
terrestrial biomes, the
interactions between the land
surface and the atmosphere,
and to identify the sensitivities
of the hydrological and
BIO-PHYSICAL
PROCESSES
APPENDICES
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climate systems to
anthropogenic and natural
c ha nges.
to investigate strategies for
sustainable and
environmentally acceptable
agricutloral and natural
resource management
practices;
to measure and model the
effects of vegetation and soil
processes on evaporation,
carbon and soil water fluxes.
to develop new measurement
methods and instruments for
hydrology; specialised drilling
and hycirogeological
interpretation.
SCIENCE REMIT
To provide advanced techniques
for flood and low flow estimation,
for forecasting extreme events,
and for assessing the availability
of water resources. Research
priorities are:
to determine the impact of
environmental change on the
reliability of existing and
proposed schemes, including
the impact of artificial
influences such as land use
change and resource
development.
- --- ---
developing procedures for
estimating and forecasting
Anne Verhoef
Rebecca Hopkins
Charles Batchelor
(Agricultural hydrology)
John Bromley
Chris Lovell
Ragab Ragab
Jeremy Cain
Paul Rosier
Dominic Waughray
Jon Finch  (Regional
environmental
change)
David Biggin
Ken Blyth
Eleanor Burke
J David  Cooper
(Instrumentation)
Andy Dixon
Dave McNeil
Roger Wyatt
Mike Stroud
Jonathan Evans
Geoff Wicks
Alan Warwick  (Workshop)
John White
Geoff Walley
Alan Gustard  (Division Head)
Sandra Smith(kovtao).
Mike Acreman  (Low flow,
ecology & wetlands)
Andy•Young
Ann Sekulin
Craig Elliott
Gwyn Rees
Karen Croker
Mike Dunbar
Gwynneth Cole
Julia Dixon
Clare Round
Ian Gowing
Duncan  Reed (Flood, rainfall
& climate analysis)
David Marshall
Nick Reynard
Alice Robson
Usa Stewart
Adrian Bayliss
Duncan Faulkner
Christel Pmdhomme
Doerte Jakob
Bob Moore (Hydrological
systems modelling)
David Jones
Roger Austin
Vicky Bell
Ann Calver (Surface-
groundwater systems)
Dick Bradford
Sue Crooks
Rol) Lamb
Sue Morris
Helen Davies
Frank Farquharson  (Water
resource systems)
Jeremy Meigh
John Packman
Kevin Stile
lbny Andrews
Helen Houghton-Carr
Matthew McCartney
Val Bronsdon
Ned Hewitt
Emma Tate
Stuart  Pryde
(Head of Administration)
Simon  Barter (Finance &
Resource Management)
Angie Dickerson
Huw Thomas
Thelma Gibson
Anita Napper
Lyn Ross
Val Lambert
Bill Barnett (Personnel &
Estate)
Sue Fenton (Personnel)
Trish Sanders
Eileen Younghusband
Melanie Purvey and Anke Watson (Reception)
precipitation rates using radar
and raingauge information.
to develop techniques for
assessing the impact of river
flow rgimes and channel
morphology on freshwater
ecology and the hydrological
functions of wetlands.
HeatherTumerajping  Sent&
Jocelyn Cowley
Brenda Hall
John Fraser(Site sent&
Denise Dolton
Ivor Stanclbridge
John Spencer
Harokliones
Julie Butcher
Andy Sweetland(Slums)
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Further details on staff qualifications and job descriptions
may be obtained from our WWW pages (see back cover)
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Soil and soillvegetation
interactions
Land use science
The urban environment
Freshwater resources
Biodiversity and
population processes
Pest and disease control
Integrating Generic
Science
18%
Global Change
12%
Environmental Risks &
Extreme Events
11%
Br( I e e?,1 reesce lee eft bc
CR  e  sereelcecic
Pollution
8%
42 INsTriu ialitOl Gui Sal:Nall:IC Mini
ChH Core Strategic
Research Programmes
Project 1.1 Physicochemical processes affecting soilwater interactions
Issue 1.1.1 Solid-solution partitioning  of  chemical species
Project 1.3 Physical and physiological processes controlling soil water balances
Issue 1.3.1 Soil -root imericiions at the individual plant root and stolid scale
Issue 1.3.2 Soil-plant-atmosphere llux nonskid in mixed vegetation
Issue 1.3.3 Root-soil-water interactions adherent to duel-totting water tables
Project 2.2 Land use systems
ksue  2.2.3  Land 11Se 111;111iplILtinn LC minimise adverse impacts
Issue Ilydrological impacts Of land use change
Icsue  2.2.5 Holistic catchment studies
Issue 2.2 it Devektpment ol Waal" resource management siraiegICS
Project 2.4 Landscape function and modelling
Iasuc 2 1.7 Integrated modelling of Lind use mocesses including sochil hnd eettnomit
vitilables
Project 3.4 Urban water dynamics,
Ibbtle 3, 42 FlOOds and pollunon flushes
Project 4.1 Surface-groundwater interactions
Issue LIT "I'lle recharge-runt/It division
IS,Lle 1.1 2 The rivemmitiler boundary and lloodplain issues
Issue 1.1.2 Welland interactions
Issue 1 Integrated emermenbscale analysis
Project 4.2 Statistical modelling of resource availability
Issue 1.2.1 Estimation  or  resource at analsility al unganged
Issue 1.2.2 Drought frequency estimation
Project 4.3 Water resource modelling capabilities
Issue -4.3 I Improvement ol representation of hydnol igIcal systems in earelimetat models
Issue 4.3.3 Integrated decision support
Project 4.4 Integrated water quality modelling
kslle i i. I. Quantifying point sources
Issue tai.2 Catchment models, dif f use sources
Issue iim.3 1n-stream water quality monitoring
Issue 1.1.5 Modelling uncertainty
Project 4.5 Integrated biotic response modelling
Issue 4.5 I Flow resistantie in channels mid river ecosystems
Issue 4.52 Integration ull models ol water quantity, quality and biotic varanlity
Project 5.1 Biodiversity characterisation, pattern and monitoring
Issue 5.1.6 Biodiversity in rivers
Project 5.4 Conservation and restoration of biodiversity
Issue 5.14.15 Weiland management and resonation
Project 6.5 Distribution of pathogens in freshwater
Issue 6.7. 1 Monitoring and risk assessment  of  pathogens in fresh•ater
Soil & SollNegetation
Direct Science Interactions
Support 5%
3%
199a 95
Biodiversity &
Population Processes
3%
Land Use Sctence
14%
The Urban
Environment
2%
Freshwater Resources
24%
and hazard
Project —.2 Acidifying polhitanis
Project ".4 loxic metals
Project —75 Organic pollutants
siientiaal moo
4.5 Lac liniciv--ame
Project 8.1 Risk assessment and estimation of floods and other extreme events
..,4era-Uka Pa-44!1.il
I`SLa h (Panama' join: itiviDal5ilini iltLain
1,,ite Y Tollecut e THE eigiginmenial extreme,
issue 8 I a coniirublis simulation inoileiling for Flood C•tallai
Project 8.2 Reattime flow and water quality forecasting and decision support
systems
Issue 132 2 Development ut real-nme titic ovhiel, :or argl regains
is,ne 15 2  3 Development improved water quality Egan asiing
G  2 4 Realaime flood li gout-ling ft..n gauged and Lalf:241'agaa 5.11(1alaaanl,
Project 8.3 Understanding and modelling the role of rare events on ecological
systems
Issue  o  I Rare Hients and ecological processes
Project 9.1 Greenhouse gas budgets and cycles
iSea14- 9.1 Ext hange mechanisms in high-lainudu wedands
Project 9.2 Land-atmosphere-ocean interactions
issue 9  2  I improved hydrological representations within C/C7Is
Issue 9  2  2 Land surfacc-climine intemctions. tropical delorestation and
desertification
Issue 9 2 3 tinow-meit and rowing toodels For northern latitudes
Issue 9 2 a The use of maul oscale hydmiogical model, to validate riCAls
is4La: 0  2  5 Dynamic ecosystem modelling
Project 9.3 Forecasting and detecting the impacts of global change
Issue 9 5 I Regional hydrology and Ireithwater quality
Issue 9.$ 2 Climait impacts on species populations and distributions
Issue 9.3 Ecosystem responses Iss elevated  CO, concentrations
Project 10.1 Environmental assessment, economics and history
Issue 10.11.1 Improved meihodology for quantitiaive prediction of e nental
impaeb
Project 10.2 Remote sensing
Issue 10.2. i •lgorithm development
Tssilt! 10.2.2 Ground itterence and sealing up
Issue 10.2.5 Regional scale evaporation
Project 10.3 Instrumentation
Issue 16.3. Intelligent sensor clusters
Project 10.6 Databases and reference collections
Issue 10,6.1 Integrity and accessibilEy of databases 6nd collections Wi hin 111-1
Issue 10.6.3 Environmental managmheM
Project 10.7 Biometrical applications, research and development
Issue 10.7.1 Binmetrical collaboration
iastle 10.7.2 Application and development  or  hinny:Erica! methods
Foreign
UK Public Sector 7%
6%
UK Private Sector
13%
Miscellaneous
5%
European Commission
14% Environment Agency
8%
Pollution  assessment
and control
Environmental risks and
extreme events
Global change
Integrating generic
science
Department for
International
Development
21%
Department of the
Environment
3%
Ministry of Agriculture.
Fisheries & Food
Other UK Government 17%
Departments
6%
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Acreman, M.C. 1996. Environmental
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generation in Africa and the
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dryland degradation and integrat-
ed catchment resource manage-
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